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Abstract 

This thesis provides a brief overview of the phenomenon of uptalk. The theoretical part 

of the thesis concentrates on presenting and comparing various hypotheses regarding 

general characteristics of the pattern, its origins, disputable terminology, occurrence 

in different varieties of English with focus on British English and a brief description 

of  the communicative functions of uptalk. The practical part provides a recording 

analysis demonstrating the use of the feature in the speech of native speakers of British 

English. Furthermore, this part describes a questionnaire survey regarding uptalk 

in British English and also presents interpretation of the results with reference to some 

of the hypotheses mentioned in the theoretical part. 
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Anotace 

 
Tato práce poskytuje stručný přehled o jevu vyznačujícím se použitím stoupavé 

intonace v oznamovacích větách, tzv. uptalku. Teoretická část práce se zaměřuje 

na představení a porovnání hypotéz týkajících se obecné charakteristiky daného 

intonačního rysu, jeho původu, sporné terminologie, výskytu v rozdílných varietách 

angličtiny s důrazem na britskou angličtinu a stručného popisu jeho komunikačních 

funkcí. Praktická část přináší analýzu nahrávky demonstrující použití uptalku v řeči

rodilých mluvčí britské angličtiny. Tato část dále popisuje dotazníkový průzkum 

zabývající se zmíněným jevem v britské angličtině a představuje interpretaci výsledků

průzkumu s odkazem na několik hypotéz uvedených v teoretické části práce. 
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1. Introduction 
 

In the past few decades the phenomenon of uptalk has attracted the attention 

of a great many people across the English-speaking world. Its recent increased 

frequency in many varieties of English has aroused lively discussions on the subject 

in various media, as well as among ordinary people who notice the feature being used 

in everyday speech. 

 In spite of this, uptalk still seems to remain on the margin of interest in linguistic 

works focused on phonetics and phonology, in which there is usually only a very short 

subsection dealing with the phenomenon. As for British English, the article “Upspeak 

in British English” by Barbara Bradford is considered to be a pioneering work in this 

area. It was this article that piqued my interest in uptalk and inspired me to do a survey 

among native speakers of British English in order to verify several interesting 

hypotheses formulated in the article. 

 Although the space here is obviously very limited, the main aim of the theoretical 

part of the thesis is to provide a relatively complex overview of the phenomenon 

in general as well as present some hypotheses concerning its occurrence and use 

in British English. These are based mainly on Bradford’s article since as far as it is 

known to me there is hardly any other linguistic work covering various aspects 

of the feature in that variety of English so extensively as her study does. 

 The practical part, on the other hand, is focused exclusively on uptalk in British 

English. It includes a recording analysis, the aim of which is to demonstrate the use 

of  uptalk by an RP native speaker of British English. More importantly, the main body 

of the practical part concentrates on a questionnaire survey. This was conducted in order 

to verify, or possibly to a certain extent also specify, the conclusions and hypotheses 

regarding the occurrence and use of uptalk in British English that are presented 

in the theoretical part of the thesis. For this reason, the results of the survey are 

interpreted and commented on with reference to these hypotheses. Special focus is put 

on the assumption mentioned by many linguists that uptalk irritates older people who 

often mistake the pattern of intonation for a question rise. One of the aims of the survey 

is to examine the attitude of the respondents towards the use of uptalk and try to verify 

the validity of the assumption as far as the given sample is concerned.    
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2. Theoretical part 

2.1. General characteristics of uptalk 

 The linguistic term uptalk is used for referring to a particular English intonational 

phenomenon, which could be briefly characterised as the use of a rising tone instead 

of  a falling tone in making statements. Barbara Bradford refers to this intonational 

feature as “the use of a rising tone in the final tone unit of a declarative clause where 

in RP a falling tone would be used” (29). As John Wells says in his English Intonation 

“a fall is the default (= neutral, unmarked) tone for a statement” (25), which means that 

speakers use a fall unless they have a reason to use some other tone. 

 According to her observations done in the 1990s among a group of British English 

speakers, Bradford points out that from the phonetic point of view the defining feature 

of uptalk is a steep rise on the last word of a declarative clause. That rise is 

accompanied and also highlighted by lengthening of vowels and diphthongs in the last 

word. Phonologically, she restricts the location of the beginning of the major pitch 

movement to the tonic syllable, which can be any syllable occurring in the whole tone 

unit (29-30). For this reason, Bradford claims that in phonological terms, there is in fact 

a fall-rise contour characteristic for uptalk “which begins on the tonic syllable 

and continues to fall over the rest of the tone unit, or levels out after the initial fall, until 

the accented syllable of the last word, where a reversal in direction to a rise is 

made” (30). There is a clear distinction to be seen between the phonological description 

of uptalk and the default fall in statements since “in a falling nuclear tone the pitch 

of the voice starts relatively high and then moves downwards. [...] The endpoint 

is low” (Wells 17). 

 However, Bradford stresses that the fall-rise contour is realised differently in tone 

units of a different structure. The particular production depends on where the tonic 

syllable occurs within the tone unit. Based on her observations, Bradford notices that if 

the tonic syllable is located early in the tone unit, there is enough time for the speaker 

to realise the fall gradually over the part of the tone unit between the nucleus and 

the stressed syllable of the last word where the rise begins. In the case of the tonic 

syllable occurring closer to the end of the tone unit, the fall contour is significantly 

reduced. As a result, it is then produced only as a certain dip in the pitch coming before 

the rise. Finally, in tone units where the tonic syllable is to be found in the last word, 
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the time for realisation of the fall is very short and the fall is perceived as a slight drop 

followed by the steep rise (33).  

 To sum up the above-mentioned conclusions, there is always a fall-rise nuclear tone 

present in uptalk characterised by  a steep rise beginning on the stressed syllable 

of the last word in a tone unit. The particular realisation of the fall is determined 

by the location of the nucleus in the corresponding tone unit. 

2.2. Terminology 

 To start with, it should be pointed out that the word uptalk came into existence as 

a journalistic expression. It is generally assumed that it was invented by James Gorman, 

a teacher of journalism at New York University. He wrote an article called 

“Like, Uptalk?” published in the column “On Language” in The New York Times 

on 15 August 1993, in which he introduced the name. In the article he reflects on his 

experience with his students who often used a rising tone at the end of a statement. He 

noticed the pattern especially on their phone calls. Finding that feature immensely 

contagious and of growing significance, he devised the shorthand uptalk for referring 

to this possible “basic change in the way Americans talk” (Gorman). Despite its origin 

as a journalistic expression, ‘uptalk’ appears to be fully accepted and used as a linguistic 

term nowadays. 

 Although this term seems to be used for that particular intonational feature most 

commonly, at least in British and American English, the terms ‘upspeak’ or ‘high-rising 

terminal’ (HRT) are often used to refer to the phenomenon as well. However, there are 

some disputes about the accuracy of the latter. As Mark Liberman, a trustee professor 

of phonetics from the University of Pennsylvania, points out on his language weblog 

Language Log, HRT is used incorrectly and should be abandoned in this case since “it 

is making a false claim about the phonetics of the phenomenon” (Liberman). He claims 

that HRT is characterised by the pitch starting high and then rising towards the end 

of a statement, which is not reflected in uptalk. Analysing pitch tracks of many 

uptalkers, he came to a conclusion that uptalk usually starts very low in the speakers’ 

pitch range. He also suggests that the possible explanation for using the false term is 

to be found in “a contested 1990s theory of intonational meaning, which posited 

a qualitative distinction between high rises and low rises, and assigned uptalk to 

the category of ‘high rise’ for theory-internal rather than empirical reasons” (Liberman). 
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There is a similar phonetic description of HRTs mentioned in a study dealing 

with their occurrence in New Zealand English published by Paul Warren from Victoria 

University of Wellington. Citing Robert Ladd, Warren refers to HRTs as “tunes that 

begin high on the accented syllable and keep rising to the end of the phrase” (209), 

which corresponds with the definition of high-rising terminals presented by Liberman 

and supports his claim. 

 On the other hand, Janet Fletcher and Jonathan Harrington, professors of phonetics 

from the University of Melbourne and Macquarie University, respectively, published 

a study regarding statement rises in Australian English that contradicts Ladd’s definition. 

They observe that most HRTs are characterised by a low pitch onset (215). From this 

point of view, if there is a significant distinction between the phenomena called uptalk 

and HRTs, it cannot be explained by reference to the different pitch onsets as claimed 

by Liberman since he defines uptalk as starting low. 

 Furthermore, there are several renowned linguists who do not make any difference 

among the terms uptalk, upspeak and HRT. For instance, John Wells lists all of them 

in a section dealing with that intonational feature in his English Intonation. Similarly, 

there is no distinction in the terminology mentioned in Barbara Bradford’s “Upspeak 

in British English”. Nevertheless, she does not refer to uptalk as HRT explicitly, but 

only compares uptalk to a similar phenomenon of “the occurrence of High Rising 

Terminal contours in New Zealand English” (29). 

 To conclude, the terminology as well as the possible differences that would clearly 

distinguish the phenomena referred to as uptalk or HRT are still a matter of dispute. 

It seems that ‘HRT’ is used typically for discussing the occurrence of the phenomenon 

in both Australian and New Zealand English, ‘uptalk’ (or ‘upspeak’), on the contrary, is 

more commonly to be found in studies regarding the feature in other English varieties. 

In this thesis, focused mainly on the phenomenon in British English, the term uptalk 

will be used. For the reasons mentioned above, ‘HRT’ will be used as well, but only 

for referring to that feature in New Zealand English. 

2.3. Origins 

 The occurrence of a rising tone on statements has been observed in the speech 

of native speakers of different English varieties relatively recently. Wells points out that 

it has been noticed since about 1980 (37), whereas Bradford claims that uptalk or some 
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similar phenomenon have been occurring in many English varieties, including British 

English, even for a longer period of time, for at least forty years (36).   

Not only is there speculation as to when uptalk first appeared in English, but there 

are also several different hypotheses concerning the area of its origin. The widely held 

belief is that it originated in New Zealand. Apart from that, Wells mentions some other 

possible sources such as “Australia, California and British regional accents” (37). David 

Britain states that there is a very close relationship between New Zealand and Australia 

and although the results of studies carried out in New Zealand show a higher use 

of statement rises than the studies concerning Australia, it cannot be concluded 

with certainty that the phenomenon started in New Zealand since the observations were 

done in totally different conditions (97). 

 California is suggested to be a possible source for instance by Professor Yvonne 

Pratt-Johnson, from St. John's University in New York City. Her claim that uptalk 

might be associated with a phenomenon having its origin in California in the 1980s 

commonly known as ‘Valley Girl talk’ is presented in a BBC article “‘Uptalk’ 

becoming standard speech” by Coughlan. 

 For the reason that the question of the geographic origins of the feature has not been 

convincingly answered yet, the possibility of different sources or even no direct source 

cannot be completely ruled out. In this sense, David Britain suggests in his study 

regarding HRT in New Zealand English that “HRTs may well be an independent 

innovation in each country” (97). Nonetheless, many linguists appear to believe that 

there probably is a certain area of origin of the phenomenon, although it might be very 

difficult to find a convincing answer to that question since uptalk currently exists 

in many English-speaking countries. 

2.4. Occurrence of a rising tone in statements in contemporary English 

 In recent decades, the use of a rising tone at the end of declarative clauses has been 

largely extending across the boundaries of areas within the English-speaking world. 

To date, its existence has been documented in many varietal and regional accents 

of English. David Britain points out that the high-rising terminal pattern in statements is 

“a particularly salient intonation contour used in New Zealand English” (78). He claims 

that statement rises have been observed also in the varieties of English spoken 

in Australia, the United States and Canada (78). In addition, Warren mentions that they 
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have been found in the Falkland Islands and the United Kingdom (209), and Alan 

Cruttenden reports on their occurrence in Caribbean as well as Indian English (143). 

 However, at this point it is necessary to make a distinction between the use 

of a rising tone on statements as a characteristic feature of some regional or varietal 

accents of English and uptalk proper. Bradford claims that the use of final rises 

in statements is an established intonational feature not only of some regional accents 

in the UK, but also of Caribbean and Indian English and several other English varieties, 

especially of the Australian accent. She claims that it is necessary to distinguish 

between uptalk and the occurrence of rises in declarative clauses in those accents since 

there is an important distinction to be observed in the distribution of the rises. She 

points out that uptalk is characterised by their non-systematic distribution, whereas 

in the regional and varietal accents the distribution tends to be much more systematic 

(33). 

 Furthermore, there is another point of great importance to be mentioned as far as 

the occurrence of uptalk in English-speaking countries is concerned. According 

to Cynthia McLemore, a University of Pennsylvania linguist, who is cited by Gorman 

in his article, uptalk itself is not a new feature of intonation, but it is the high frequency 

of its use in several last decades that indicates a new phenomenon (Gorman). Although 

uptalk is generally believed to be used mostly by younger generations, in particular 

young women, it seems to be on the increase among older people as well. Barbara 

Bradford assumes that it has been extending across both gender and age boundaries and 

even across different social classes (29). In his article Coughlan touches 

on Pratt-Johnson’s assumption that uptalk has already “spread so widely that it [...] has 

been adopted as standard speech by the middle aged and middle class”. 

 Naturally, the extensive use of uptalk in contemporary everyday English has been 

discussed not only in linguistic studies, but also in many newspaper articles. 

For instance, an article published recently in The Times by Stefanie Marsh comments 

on the occurrence of uptalk in the United States. Following the hypothesis that uptalk 

was first used by Valley Girls in California, she suggests that this intonational feature 

has been rapidly spreading from the area of its origin. She refers to an article published 

in New York Observer dealing with a frequent use of uptalk on the East Coast 

of the United States. Additionally, she mentions that another article published 

in The Globe and Mail in Toronto “talk of an epidemic [of uptalk] in Canada” (Marsh). 
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2.5. HRT in contemporary New Zealand English 

 As already mentioned, the geographic origins of uptalk are in dispute. Still, 

the phenomenon is widely believed to have originated in New Zealand English. 

Recently, surveys carried out by David Britain (1992) and Paul Warren (2005) revealed 

a general increase in the incidence of the use of high-rising terminal pattern 

on statements in contemporary New Zealand English. They both assume that the data 

from their surveys indicate a certain change in the use of HRT in that variety of English. 

Based on his research, Britain claims that HRTs are common especially among 

young women and that younger people in general are much more likely to use HRTs 

than older age groups (89). He suggests that “linguistic change is in progress in New 

Zealand English favoring the declarative use of high rising terminal intonation contours. 

We can draw this conclusion from the very much higher rates of HRT use among the 

young in our survey, similar findings elsewhere in New Zealand [...], and from the fact 

that the first reports of HRT use come from the early 1960s” (96-97). However, he 

concludes that more extensive research will have to be carried out in the future 

for linguists to be able to confirm this change as permanent or to show the phenomenon 

only as an age-graded feature (97). 

In addition to the general increase in using HRT in statement utterances, Warren 

mentions another significant change regarding this feature of New Zealand English 

intonation, that is to say “a shift from late rises in mid-age speakers to earlier rise onsets 

in younger speakers” (209). He points out that age significantly influences 

the distribution of rise onsets. According to his research, the rises of younger speakers 

usually start on the tonic syllable, while mid-age speakers have a greater proportion 

of  late rises starting on a post-tonic syllable. Furthermore, Warren says that this 

difference is particularly shown by men; women have more or less similar distributions 

of early and late rises (223). 

2.6. Uptalk in British English 

 It appears that uptalk has been observed in British English for several last decades, 

although that has not been convincingly proved yet. However, the research by Barbara 

Bradford, which was carried out in the mid-1990s and reported on in her “Upspeak 

in British English”, “provides independent confirmation of the existence and diffusion 

of this intonational feature in British English” (Bradford 29). 
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 In her study she points out that uptalk can be most frequently heard in the speech 

of young people in their teens, twenties and thirties, although it seems to be permeating 

to some extent the conversations of older age groups as well (29). Based on her 

observations, she claims that uptalkers are mostly to be found among females (35). 

On the other hand, “upspeak does become a feature of the speech of some males once it 

is well integrated among the females in a community” (Bradford 35). As opposed 

to  Peter Roach, who points out in his English Phonetics and Phonology that 

the motivation for using uptalk is mainly age-related (165), Bradford assumes that there 

is an interplay of more factors that govern and motivate its use (36). These factors are 

discussed in greater detail in section 2.7. 

2.6.1. Differences between uptalk and statement rises in regional accents 

 Section 2.4. comments on the difference in the distribution of rises between uptalk 

and the regional accents in UK which are characterised by a frequent use of rising tones 

where a fall would be expected in RP. As Cruttenden points out, the prosodic feature 

in question is reported for the cities of Birmingham, Liverpool, Glasgow and Belfast as 

well as for Wales and Tyneside (139). In addition to those, Bradford also lists Bristol 

and the county of Norfolk (33). As already mentioned, the use of the rises in uptalk is 

less systematic than in these accents (Bradford 33). 

Not only does uptalk differ from the regional accents in this distribution, but there is 

also a significant distinction to be found in the phonological descriptions 

of the phenomena. According to Cruttenden, four different varieties of tone are typical 

for those accents, from which each accent prefers one variety. He calls the tones ‘rise’, 

‘rise-plateau’, ‘rise-plateau-slump’ and ‘rise-fall’ (139). ‘Rise’ is described as “a rising 

glide on the nuclear syllable or a jump-up between the nuclear syllable and 

the following unaccented syllable” (Cruttenden 139). Briefly, Cruttenden characterises 

‘rise-plateau’ as a jump-up occurring after the tonic syllable that is followed 

by “the maintenance of this level on succeeding unaccented syllables” (139). As far as 

‘rise-plateau-slump’ is concerned, he points out that this tone differs from ‘rise-plateau’ 

only in the fact that the maintained level slightly declines on the last syllable(s). Finally, 

he claims that ‘rise-fall’ is a rise-fall tone in which there is no plateau to be perceived 

between rise and fall (139). 
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 This means that, as opposed to Bradford’s description of uptalk, there is no fall-rise 

contour beginning on the tonic syllable present in any of these four tones, nor is 

the final steep rise, the defining feature of uptalk, involved in them. From this point 

of view, there is a clear phonological distinction between the fall-rise contour of uptalk 

and the contours of the four tone varieties used in the British regional accents listed 

above. 

2.6.2. Influences 

 The widely held belief is that the increasing use of uptalk in British English has 

been initiated by the influence of Australian soap operas on young people in the UK. 

They are frequently said to be copying the accents of their role-models in television 

programmes which were made in Australia, USA and areas of the UK characteristic 

of non-standard accents. Bradford points out that particularly the Australian soap operas 

Home and Away and Neighbours together with Brookside produced in Liverpool are 

regarded as having triggered the change in the speech of British young people (33). 

Similar opinions have been expressed by some British media. Matt Seaton in his article 

“Word up” adds the shows Friends and Clueless to the list of possible initiators. 

 However, there are linguists who do not approve of this television influence theory. 

Seaton cites Mark Newbrook, from Monash University in Australia, who claims that 

“unlike vocabulary changes, phonological changes are not at all well disseminated 

by TV, movies, etc. Apparently this is because conversation is needed for such changes 

to occur, and people do not converse with TVs or movie actors.” To illustrate his 

arguments, Newbrook touches on the example of American vocabulary. Although it has 

been widely spreading, this is not true of the most noticeable features of American 

accent. 

 Similarly, Barbara Bradford points out that “the fact that from the full set 

of phonetic features which make up any regional accent only the steep final rises 

in pitch have been adopted by the upspeakers is problematical” (33-34). She believes 

that if it is the case of the influence of Australian soap operas, some other changes such 

as vocalic adaptations would probably have occurred as well, since General Australian 

pronunciation and RP differ mainly in vowel sounds. For this reason, she assumes that 

the increasing use of uptalk is more likely to be conditioned by sociolinguistic factors, 

particularly by peer pressure (34-35). 
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2.7. Functions of uptalk 

 Differing hypotheses have been expressed regarding the motivation for using uptalk. 

Roach considers uptalk to be a device used by young people for irritating the older 

generation (166). He appears to think that they often use uptalk deliberately for this 

purpose. Wells confirms that uptalk might annoy many older people in the UK since 

they often misinterpret the pattern. He believes that it “sounds like 

a pardon-question rise” (37) to them. Obviously, such an interpretation of uptalk is 

misleading and for this reason it might easily irritate many people who do not use uptalk 

themselves. 

 As David Britain notes, recent research focused on the communicative functions 

of statement rises in New Zealand English has brought results rejecting Lakoff’s 

hypothesis from the 1970s claiming that the use of HRTs indicates “a lack of both 

commitment and confidence in what is being said and displays the speaker’s deference 

and social powerlessness to the listener” (78). Britain refers to the research carried 

out by Guy and Vonwiller that confirms a positive function of HRT, that is to say 

“to seek verification of the listener’s comprehension” (79). This “referential function 

of upspeak” (Bradford 34) outlined in section 2.7.1. seems to be the most frequently 

suggested communicative purpose of uptalk at present. 

2.7.1. Referential function 

 According to Bradford, uptalk is a device for encouraging the listener’s involvement 

throughout the discourse (35). In other words, it is used for checking if the hearer really 

follows the conversation and approves or disapproves of what is being said. Bradford 

compares the use of uptalk to the use of fillers such as ‘Right?’, ‘O.K.?’ and ‘yeah?’, 

found at the end of statements that are characterised by a steep and high rise. As a result, 

there is a fall-rise contour perceived in statements including one of these fillers (35). 

Obviously, this is very similar to the phonological description of uptalk. In this sense, 

Bradford believes that uptalk might be seen as a means of simplifying syntactic 

complexity since “the communicative force of the interrogative filler is intonationally 

incorporated into the declarative, making the filler itself redundant” (35). 

 Furthermore, there is a close connection between the referential function of uptalk 

and the theory of discourse intonation that classifies tones either as proclaiming 
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or referring. According to David Brazil, a fall is included in the category of proclaiming 

tones, whereas a fall-rise can be classified as referring (69). He claims that “the matter 

of the tone unit having referring tone is presented by the speaker as being already 

present in the common ground” (70). On the other hand, the part of an utterance which 

the speaker assumes as a new piece of information for the hearer is distinguished 

by using a proclaiming tone (Brazil 70). Bradford points out that from this point of view, 

speakers using uptalk in fact present the part of an utterance containing the news as if it 

were part of shared knowledge between them and their listener. In doing so, the speaker 

indicates that part of the discourse as being particularly worth hearing or of mutual 

interest (Bradford 35). 

2.7.2. Affective function 

 Bradford suggests that uptalk might also fulfil the function of “a bonding technique 

to promote a sense of solidarity and empathy between speakers and hearers” (34). She 

explains that by presenting new information as a part of common ground uptalkers 

reduce the conversational distance between themselves and their listener and sound less 

authoritative (34-35). Similarly, David Britain believes that statement rises are “used 

to emphasize speaker-hearer solidarity and assist in the cooperative management 

of talk” (98). On the other hand, Bradford stresses that using uptalk in situations 

in which a social distance is required can be understood as inappropriate 

and disrespectful (36). 

 The fact that uptalk is most prevalent in the speech of young people, especially 

females, can be explained by reference to its affective function since they use uptalk 

mainly as a means of creating a speech community among their peers. In addition, as 

opposed to men, who in general tend to retain authority in a great many social situations, 

women are more likely to use that device to be perceived as less assertive and more 

approachable. Men will probably use uptalk in situations where they want to sound 

conciliatory and non-assertive (Bradford 35). 

 To sum up, there is a wide range of situational factors that can motivate speakers 

to use uptalk. For this reason, the age of a speaker should not be seen as the only factor 

governing its use but the social conditions of a particular situation in which uptalk is 

used should always be taken into consideration.   
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3. Practical part 

3.1. Recording analysis 

 The aim of this section is to demonstrate the use of uptalk in contemporary British 

English by analysing a recording that contains two good examples of this intonational 

pattern. The analysis is based on the speech of two RP speakers, namely two young 

women, who are both actresses in a musical called Spring Awakening. The recording 

comprises a role-play, by means of which they instruct people how to buy tickets 

for the show. 

 The recording was orthographically transcribed and the text was divided into tone 

units as they are performed by the speakers in the recording. A double slash indicates 

the beginning and the end of a sentence, a single slash is used to separate tone units 

within a sentence. Following the transcript, there is a comparison of the utterances 

containing the examples of uptalk with a transcription of the same utterances displaying 

the pattern that was used in the particular context by an RP speaker (a 29-year-old 

female from Sussex) who was asked to read the transcript imagining the situation. 

In that comparison, the rise in uptalk is indicated by   , whereas the falling tone 

in the RP utterances is marked by  . 

 

Note: The recording is available on the enclosed CD. 

Transcript 

A: // Hello everybody, / we’ve got some fantastic news about cheap tickets you can get 

to come and see Spring Awakening! // So, / basically, / for the month of May, / there 

will be cheap tickets. // But for us to tell you / how to get these cheap tickets, / we’ve 

decided to do a little role-play. // To let you know how to do this. // Our lovely 

Charlotte / will be playing a box office worker / at the Novello Theatre. // Lucy, / Lucy 

will be a customer / and I will be a customer. // So this is how you go about / getting 

your cheap tickets for May. // Here we go, / over to Lucy. // 

B: // Hi there, I am / just a customer, / I’ve seen the show, / I love the show, / it’s 

brilliant. // I’ve decided to come to see it again / because it’s so brilliant. // Now just 

come, / just come up to the box office now. // 
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Comparison 

1) Uptalk: // Our lovely Charlotte / will be playing a box office   worker / at the Novello   

 Theatre. // 

 RP: // Our lovely Charlotte will be playing a box office worker at the Novello  

 Theatre. // 

 

2) Uptalk: // I’ve decided to come to see it a    gain / because it’s so      brilliant. // 

 RP: // I’ve decided to come to see it again because it’s     so brilliant. // 

 

The comparison shows that in both utterances containing uptalk there is a steep 

rise on the last word of the statement, whereas the RP speaker used a definite fall 

on the tonic syllable. As the tonic syllable in the first uptalk utterance overlaps 

with the stressed syllable of the last word and in the second uptalk example the tonic 

syllable (‘so’) is very close to the last word, the fall-rise contour of uptalk is produced 

as a slight drop in the pitch followed by a steep rise in both cases. These two rises can 

be considered clear examples of the examined phenomenon occurring in the speech 

of native speakers of British English. 

 Additionally, the steep rise on the word ‘worker’ might be interpreted as uptalk as 

well. The new piece of information (i.e. ‘Charlotte will be playing a box office worker 

at the Novello Theatre’) is broken by the uptalker in the recording into two parts 

separated by a pause and marked by uptalk (with the rise on ‘worker’ and ‘theatre’), 

whereas the RP speaker pronounced the whole sentence as a single tone unit 

with a falling tone. Taking into consideration the particular interaction, the use of uptalk 

could be explained as presenting the new facts as part of the common ground between 

the speaker and listeners which should encourage the listeners’ continued involvement. 

 The first utterance in the second set also seems to contain a pair of examples 

of uptalk. In the first tone unit of this utterance, a steep rise can be heard on the stressed 

syllable in the word ‘again’. As mentioned above, a clearer demonstration of uptalk is 

provided by the rise on the last word of the sentence. Reading the whole sentence as one 

tone unit, the RP speaker used a fall beginning on the word ‘so’. This word was made 

the nucleus by the speaker for the reason that the focus was shifted to the new piece 

of information and the word ‘brilliant’ became the subject of destressing. 
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3.2. Survey 

3.2.1. Aims 

 This section reports on a small-scale survey of the perception and use of uptalk 

by a sample of British English native speakers. It is based on an analysis of authentic 

data obtained from a questionnaire (see Appendix A), the aim of which was to collect 

views of a sample of native speakers from the UK on the occurrence of this particular 

intonational feature in British English. The main goal of the survey was to examine 

whether those speakers notice uptalk in contemporary British English and, more 

importantly, what they personally feel about using that style of speaking. 

3.2.2. Characteristics of the sample 

 It is necessary to point out that owing to considerable difficulties in contacting 

a sufficient number of native speakers from the UK, the choice of respondents could not 

have been based on any predetermined criteria. It depended to a large extent on a very 

limited number of personal contacts with native speakers who were asked to fill 

in the questionnaire and also to contact several other people in the UK who would be 

willing to help. In this way, answers of 53 speakers were collected. As a point 

of interest, one of those respondents sent a request for assistance also to John Wells, 

who answered via an e-mail, in which he suggests that the section regarding uptalk 

in his English Intonation might be of some use for the survey as well. 

 The resultant sample consists of 49 middle-class speakers of British English. Four 

questionnaires were excluded from the data set due to incomplete or ambiguous answers. 

Each subject was classified according to age, sex (see Table 1), and occupation (see 

Appendix B). 

Table 1. Structure of the sample according to age and sex.

Female Male 
younger than 20 1 3 

20 – 29 2 6 
30 – 39 4 4 
40 – 60 10 9 

older than 60 7 3 
Total 24 25 
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 Evidently, the interpretation of the results must be very sensitive to the fact that 

the sample is not statistically representative. The views of the respondents might be 

significantly influenced by their age (approximately 60% are older than 40) 

or occupation (e.g. 14 respondents are translators). Furthermore, the place of birth as 

well as the place where the informants have spent most of their life (see Appendix C) 

must have been taken into consideration, since speakers coming from areas 

characteristic of accents with frequent use of rises are more likely to mistake uptalk 

for one of these accents. The set includes 13 speakers who were either born or have 

lived for a considerable period of time in one of those areas (most of them in Newcastle 

upon Tyne, others in Glasgow, Birmingham, Wales, Bristol or Norfolk). Nevertheless, 

all of their answers show that they can distinguish uptalk from the regional accents. 

 Still, the present study might only provide a very brief analysis of the given data 

and  tentatively suggest certain conclusions, which are to be drawn from them, 

with reference to some of the hypotheses concerning the use of uptalk, its motivation, 

perception and possible influences in British English, which are presented 

in the theoretical part of the thesis (see sections 2.6. and 2.7.). 

3.2.3. Results 

Question 1: Have you ever noticed uptalk in the speech of other people in the UK? 

The responses are divided into two groups according to the age of the subjects 

(Figure 1). The age specification of uptalkers as seen by the respondents is shown 

in Figure 2. 

Figure 1. Occurrence of uptalk.
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Figure 2. Use of uptalk by different age groups.
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The respondents appear to be aware of the existence of uptalk in British English. 

Considering the fact that the sample consists of more middle-aged people (older than 40) 

than people under 40, the answers of both groups do not differ significantly. This means 

that the frequency of the use of uptalk is perceived in a similar way by younger 

informants, who according to Bradford use uptalk most frequently, and also by older 

speakers, who are believed to use it infrequently. The fact that all of them have already 

noticed the phenomenon and approximately 50% consider uptalk to appear commonly 

would seem to support the hypothesis that the pattern has been adopted and is at least 

occasionally used by a large number of native speakers in the UK. 

 More interestingly, the age specification based on the data set fully corresponds 
with Barbara Bradford’s conclusions that uptalk is most likely to be found in the speech 
of younger people from the UK in their teens, twenties and thirties. 
 
Comments of interest 
 One respondent (female, 63 years) points out that although uptalk occurs chiefly 

among teenagers, she has heard it used by people who are older than her. Similarly, 

another speaker, who also refers to uptalk as a pattern of intonation to be observed 

mainly among younger generations, touches on his experience with it in the speech 

of people in their forties and fifties. These opinions would appear to support Bradford’s 

argument that the motivation for the use of uptalk cannot be seen as exclusively 

age-related but is determined by a great many other factors, e.g. the speaker’s intention 

to involve the listener in the discourse or reduce the social distance between them 

(see section 2.7.). 
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Question 2: Based on your experience, uptalk is more common among 

females/males/both sexes equally.

Figure 3. Occurrence of uptalk among females and males.
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The data in Figure 3 show a significant difference in the informants’ experience 
with uptalk among women and men. Only 4% of them consider the phenomenon more 
common among male speakers, whereas 61% perceive uptalk mainly as a feature 
of female speech. On the other hand, the relatively high number of the speakers who 
assume that uptalk is used more or less equally by both sexes would appear to suggest 
certain diffusion of the pattern also in the speech of male British English native 
speakers. That would correspond with the evidence, which is referred to by Bradford 
in her study, indicating different frequency of the use of uptalk by males and females 
in that variety of English. 
 
Question 3: Do you think you use uptalk yourself? 

Figure 4. Use of uptalk by the respondents.
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Figure 4 displays that almost 78% of the subjects believe that they do not use uptalk 

themselves. However, the results could be strongly biased for instance 

by the unbalanced age structure of the sample. For this reason it should be highlighted 

that around 81% of the respondents who use uptalk at least in certain situations 

(i.e. options ‘Yes’ or ‘Depends on the situation’) are aged 19-44. This could be 
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tentatively explained in terms of Bradford’s hypothesis that uptalk is much more likely 

to be noticed in the speech of younger people, whose speech is often influenced by that 

of their peers. 

 On the contrary, only one speaker from those respondents (aged 19-44) who notice 

uptalk in their own speech (options ‘Yes’ or ‘Depends on the situation’) regards his 

motivation to use the pattern to be conditioned by his belonging to a group of other 

young people, in his case students, who use it as well. Most informants (from all those 

who admit to using uptalk, not only from those aged 19-44) believe that their motivation 

is determined by other factors. They comment on their use of a rising tone in statements 

when they are stating something important, trying to draw the listener’s attention, 

checking that the listener understands or seeking reassurance or agreement 

from  the  listener. The interpretation of all these reasons could be based 

on the referential function of uptalk (see section 2.7.1.). Furthermore, the results would 

seem to indicate that the use of uptalk, as Bradford says, is often motivated by social 

and interpersonal factors depending on the actual situation. 

 

Question 4: Why do you think some speakers use uptalk? 

Figure 5. Motivation for the use of uptalk.
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Figure 5 shows that almost 70% of the respondents see uptalk as a phenomenon 

resulting from imitating the accent of other people (Australian or American actors, peers) 

or following a trend since the increasing use of the feature in British English is probably 

perceived as a certain fashion by many of these speakers. 

 On the other hand, at this point it should be observed that these informants might be 

significantly influenced for instance by media, in which the occurrence of uptalk 
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in British English is explained most commonly by reference to the theory based 

on the influence of certain television programmes (mainly of Australian origin) or peer 

pressure. 

 The column ‘other comments’ includes mostly answers of the speakers who were 

not sure about the reasons for using uptalk. 

 

Comments of interest 

 One respondent believes that uptalk might be connected with politically correct 

speech since that is to a certain extent characteristic of suggesting rather than stating 

one’s opinions. In such cases, uptalk might be seen as a device that a speaker uses 

for sounding non-assertive and possibly also less categorical (see section 2.7.2). 

 

Question 5: What do you feel about using uptalk? 

Figure 6. Attitudes towards the use of uptalk.
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Figure 6 displays that both age groups of the subjects perceive uptalk rather 

negatively or at least that they do not mind if someone speaks in this way. The fact that 

some speakers (here approximately 27%) will tend to mistake uptalk for a question 

might have been predictable since “to older people who do not use it the uptalk pattern 

sounds like a pardon-question rise. It is as if the uptalker is asking a question [...] rather 

than giving information” (Wells 37). 

 The respondents who find uptalk annoying were asked to specify their reasons. 

The opinions that uptalk is unnecessary and its use negatively affects the traditional 

patterns of English intonation were mentioned most frequently. Additionally, other 

answerers pointed out that uptalk often sounds unnatural, affected and even pretentious 
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to them. Two speakers find uptalk annoying since it causes misunderstanding 

in communication. 

 Interestingly, not a single positive comment on uptalk is to be found in the data set. 

Instead, some of the respondents refer to uptalk as “the wretched phenomenon”, 

“illiterate rubbish” or a “plain stupid” feature. Obviously, that could be partly caused 

by the problematic structure of the sample (mainly as far as the age and the occupation 

are concerned). On the other hand, the obtained answers would seem to support 

the claim that in a statement “a fall is still felt to be more appropriate by most native 

speakers of English” (Wells 37). 

 

Question 6: Have you ever heard/read (on TV/radio, in newspapers, etc.) any other 

expression (except for ‘uptalk’) used for referring to that style of speaking? 

Figure 7. Terminology.
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The aim of this question was to find out whether the informants are familiar 

with any of the terms most commonly used when discussing the phenomenon in media, 

and whether ‘upspeak’ is used more frequently by British English speakers 

(e.g. in media) than ‘uptalk’ since the term upspeak seems to be used in general mostly 

in connection with the existence of the feature in British English. 

 The data in Figure 7 show that only an insignificant percentage of the subjects 

consider ‘upspeak’ to be used more frequently than ‘uptalk’. Interestingly, there is 

a relatively high number of those who are familiar with the term HRT. Additionally, 

four other speakers have heard the term AQI (Australian Questioning Intonation). That 

would appear to suggest that uptalk might be often associated (possibly also by British 

media) with one of the Australian English accent features. 

 The data set includes two more comments that are worth mentioning. Firstly, 
one answerer has heard the name “Valley speak”. Obviously, there is a connection 
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with California, which is believed to be a possible area of origin of the phenomenon 
by some linguists. Secondly, another comment refers to the expression ‘student voice’, 
which indicates that uptalk might be perceived as a way of speaking typical for students 
and young people in general. 
 
Comments of interest 
 One speaker mentions the expression “moronic interrogative” invented and used 

instead of ‘uptalk’ by a British comedian Rory McGrath in his shows. This might 

suggest that uptalk has already become a remarkable phenomenon to be discussed and 

commented on not only in newspaper articles, but also in some other British mass media. 

Question 7: Can you think of any influences which could have brought about using 

uptalk in contemporary British English? 

 Figure 8 displays the respondents’ opinions regarding the possible influences 

causing uptalk in British English. The blue column on the right shows the percentage 

of those who selected as their answer the second option (i.e. ‘No’).  

Figure 8. Influences.
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Almost 80% of the speakers regard uptalk as a pattern of intonation occurring 

in Antipodean varieties of English and American English that has been imported 

into British English. Interestingly, most of those refer explicitly to the influence 

of  Australian soap operas and American television programmes broadcast also 

in the UK. The respondents comment on a frequent use of rising tones in statements 

found in these programmes. The data set even includes some suggestions of specific 

programmes, namely Neighbours, The O.C. and The Hills.

Considering the fact that Australian accent is generally perceived as being 
characteristic of frequent rises and that many informants claim to be aware of that 
pattern occurring in a great number of television programmes from Australia 
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and the USA, the results are not surprising. However, the speakers’ opinions might be 
partly influenced by the television influence theory, which is often presented in media. 
 
Question 8: Do you think uptalk is a passing fashion that will not last long? 

Figure 9. Uptalk prospects in British English.
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Approximately 43% believe that uptalk is a phenomenon occurring in British 
English only temporarily. On the other hand, a slightly higher number 
of the respondents do not consider uptalk to be a fashion that will pass. A great many 
informants, however, express their annoyance resulting from the prospects of uptalk 
being used in British English in the future. Obviously, there is a clear connection to be 
seen between these comments and the generally very negative views of the respondents 
on the feature. Their annoyance might be to a certain extent caused by the fact that 
uptalk is perceived by a large part of the sample as being unnecessary and negatively 
affecting the traditional patterns of English intonation. 
 
Other comments of interest regarding uptalk in general 

One respondent describes his own experience with using rising intonation 

in statements during his service in the Royal Navy. He points out that they were given 

instructions to use a rise towards the end of transmissions on the radio to avoid “the loss 

of information in radio noise”. He also claims that similar practice is common in “many 

other NATO and Commonwealth services, civil aviation and merchant navies”. 

 Strictly speaking, the phenomenon in question should not be called uptalk, although 

he uses that term in his comment. As Bradford stresses, the distribution of the rises 

tends to be non-systematic in uptalk, which is obviously not the case here. On the other 

hand, this example nicely demonstrates one of the functions of using rising intonation 

in a statement, that is to say to highlight the information occurring at the end of it 

(see section 2.7.1.). 
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4. Conclusion 
 

The theoretical part of the thesis suggests that the use of a rising tone in statements 

has become a phenomenon currently occurring in many varieties of English, including 

British English. In this variety, uptalk should not be mistaken for statement rises 

characteristic for some regional accents since these rises differ from uptalk both in their 

phonological structure, which is examined in the corresponding section of the thesis, as 

well as in their distribution in the speech. The theoretical part also showed that there are 

many disputes regarding the terminology that make any attempt to provide a complex 

view on the phenomenon  rather difficult. 

 Interesting conclusions were drawn from the survey done among a sample of British 

English native speakers. The results seem to support Bradford’s hypothesis that uptalk 

has been adopted by a number of people from the United Kingdom and that the feature 

occurs mainly among younger generations. However, only a minority of the respondents 

admit that they use uptalk themselves. 

 The most surprising results referred to the question concerning the attitude 

of the informants towards the use of uptalk. None of them, regardless of their age, 

commented on the phenomenon in a positive way. Instead, rather negative views could 

be found among the responses. As opposed to the hypothesis claiming that people 

dislike the pattern mainly because they mistake a rise in a statement for a question, 

the most commonly mentioned reason by the respondents was the fact that uptalk 

destroys the traditional patterns of British English intonation and its use is completely 

unnecessary. It should be highlighted that the younger speakers from the sample shared 

this negative (or at least neutral) perception of the feature as well and found it annoying 

in the same way as the older respondents did. 

 The findings regarding the motivation for the use of uptalk as seen by the subjects 

correspond with Bradford’s description of the communicative purposes of uptalk 

and with her hypothesis that its use is determined by the social factors depending 

on the particular situation. However, a considerable part of the sample believes the use 

of the pattern to be motivated merely by peer pressure. 

 As a point of interest, most of the respondents consider uptalk to be an intonational 

feature occurring in Australian and American English that has been imported into 

British English via television programmes. A more extensive survey will be needed 
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to show to what extent they might be influenced in their opinion by media, which 

frequently discuss uptalk with reference to the television influence theory.  

 The final point to mention is that although the thesis provided a recording that 

contains some clear examples of uptalk, it would be even more interesting to examine 

the feature in connection with the communicative purposes for which it is used 

by a speaker in a particular conversation. Owing to considerable problems in obtaining 

a recording demonstrating the authentic use of uptalk by an RP speaker, one of the aims 

of this thesis was to find and present any example of the pattern. However, examining 

the communicative functions of uptalk might be an inspiring topic for further research 

to be done in the area of this phenomenon.  
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6. Appendices 

Appendix A 
 

Questionnaire

Age:  
Sex:  
Occupation:  
Place of birth (please specify also the region/area):  
Place where you have lived most of your life (please specify also the region/area): 

‘Uptalk’ (or ‘upspeak’) is a linguistic term referring to a particular intonational feature 
in English. The term is used to refer to the use of rising intonation at the end 
of a statement where falling intonation would normally be used. It is as if 
the uptalker is asking a question rather than giving information. 
 
1) Have you ever noticed uptalk in the speech of other people in the UK? 
(Note: Please select your answer by a single-click on the corresponding check box) 
 
a) Yes, it is a common style of speaking nowadays. 
Note: Please try to specify the age of people you can hear using uptalk most commonly; 
you can select more than one option. 

younger than 13 
13 – 19 
20 – 40 
41 – 60 
older than 60 
all people regardless of their age 

 
b) Yes, but it is not a common style of speaking. 
Note: Please try to specify the age of people you can hear using uptalk most commonly; 
you can select more than one option. 
 younger than 13 
 13 – 19 
 20 – 40 
 41 – 60 
 older than 60 
 all people regardless of their age 
 
c) Yes, but it is a very rare style of speaking. 
Note: Please try to specify the age of people you can hear using uptalk most commonly; 
you can select more than one option. 
 younger than 13 
 13 – 19 
 20 – 40 
 41 – 60 
 older than 60 
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 all people regardless of their age 
 
d) No, I have never noticed it. 
e) Other comments:  
 

2) Based on your experience, uptalk is more common among 
a) females 
b) males 
c) both sexes equally 
d) Other comments: 
 
3) Do you think you use uptalk yourself? 
a) Yes 
Note: Please try to specify / Under what circumstances: 
b) No 
c) Depends on the situation 
Note: Please try to specify:  
d) Other comments: 
 
4) Why do you think some speakers use uptalk? 
Your comments: 
 
5) What do you feel about using uptalk? 
(Note: You can select more than one option) 
a) I find it irritating because I never know if the uptalker is asking a question or 
making a statement. 
b) I find it annoying. 
Note: Please try to specify the reason:  
c) I don’t mind if someone uses uptalk. 
d) I like it because it sounds good. 
e) I find it cool. 
f) I can’t say because I haven’t noticed uptalk yet. 
g) Other comments:  
 
6) Have you ever heard/read (on TV/radio, in newspapers, etc.) any other 
expression (except for ‘uptalk’) used for referring to that style of speaking? 
(Note: You can select more than one option) 
a) Yes, I’ve heard/read the term ‘HRT’ (high-rising terminal). 
b) Yes, the term ‘upspeak’ is used more commonly than ‘uptalk’. 
c) No 
d) Other comments:  
 
7) Can you think of any influences which could have brought about using uptalk 
in contemporary British English? 
a) Yes 
Note: Please try to specify your answer:
b) No 
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8) Do you think uptalk is a passing fashion that will not last long? 
a) Yes 
b) No 
c) Other comments: 
 
9) Please feel free to add any comments regarding uptalk and your experience 
with it. 
Your comments: 

 

Appendix B 
 
Table 2. Structure of the sample according to occupation. 

Subject No. 1 duty manager Subject No. 26 programmer 

Subject No. 2 unemployed Subject No. 27 part-time translator, mainly 
retired 

Subject No. 3 trade union official Subject No. 28 student 
Subject No. 4 teacher Subject No. 29 translator/novelist 
Subject No. 5 retired Subject No. 30 mechanical engineer 
Subject No. 6 business owner Subject No. 31 computer consultant 
Subject No. 7 retired Subject No. 32 university teacher 
Subject No. 8 housing manager Subject No. 33 translator 
Subject No. 9 businessman Subject No. 34 student 

Subject No. 10 student Subject No. 35 retired (civil servant) 
Subject No. 11 student Subject No. 36 translator 
Subject No. 12 student Subject No. 37 language teacher 
Subject No. 13 university lecturer Subject No. 38 retired bookkeeper 
Subject No. 14 university lecturer Subject No. 39 professor 
Subject No. 15 lecturer Subject No. 40 translator 
Subject No. 16 student Subject No. 41 educational consultant 
Subject No. 17 student Subject No. 42 translator 
Subject No. 18 chartered accountant Subject No. 43 translator 
Subject No. 19 language teacher Subject No. 44 freelance translator 
Subject No. 20 student Subject No. 45 teacher 
Subject No. 21 translator Subject No. 46 translator 
Subject No. 22 software engineer Subject No. 47 translator 
Subject No. 23 research fellow Subject No. 48 translator 
Subject No. 24 translator Subject No. 49 researcher 
Subject No. 25 translator   
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Appendix C 
 
Table 3. Place of birth of the respondents and place where they have mainly lived.  

 Place of birth Place where they have mainly lived 
Subject No. 1 Sunderland Tyne and Wear Hetton-le-Hole 
Subject No. 2 Baghdad/Iraq Lincoln 
Subject No. 3 Leeds South East of England 
Subject No. 4 Newcastle upon Tyne North of England, London 
Subject No. 5 Newcastle upon Tyne Newcastle upon Tyne 
Subject No. 6 Newcastle upon Tyne London 
Subject No. 7 Northampton London 
Subject No. 8 Newcastle upon Tyne Newcastle upon Tyne 
Subject No. 9 Lagos/Nigeria Lewisham 

Subject No. 10 Lagos/Nigeria London 
Subject No. 11 Newcastle upon Tyne Newcastle upon Tyne 
Subject No. 12 Newcastle upon Tyne Newcastle upon Tyne 
Subject No. 13 Glasgow Glasgow, Preston 
Subject No. 14 Walney Island South Cumbria 
Subject No. 15 North West England North West England 
Subject No. 16 London London 
Subject No. 17 Berkshire Berkshire 
Subject No. 18 Birmingham Birmingham 
Subject No. 19 North West England North West England, France 
Subject No. 20 Leicester Leicester 
Subject No. 21 Cardiff Cardiff 
Subject No. 22 Nuneaton London 
Subject No. 23 East Midlands East Midlands 
Subject No. 24 Surrey Somerset 
Subject No. 25 Surrey Surrey, Essex, Wiltshire 
Subject No. 26 Dumfries Edinburgh 
Subject No. 27 Wrexham Hampshire 
Subject No. 28 Barking Ashford 
Subject No. 29 Derby Bristol, Dorset 
Subject No. 30 London Buckinghamshire 
Subject No. 31 London London 
Subject No. 32 North West England North West England 
Subject No. 33 Weston-super-Mare London 
Subject No. 34 Middlesbrough Middlesbrough, Nottingham 
Subject No. 35 Glasgow Scotland 
Subject No. 36 Macclesfield Shropshire 
Subject No. 37 Radcliffe Bolton 
Subject No. 38 South England Hertfordshire 
Subject No. 39 Ottawa/Canada Oxford, Yorkshire 
Subject No. 40 Stockton-on-Tees Yorkshire 
Subject No. 41 Kent Norfolk 
Subject No. 42 Edgware South East England 
Subject No. 43 Thessaloniki/Greece London 
Subject No. 44 Aylesbury Buckingham 
Subject No. 45 Kent South England 
Subject No. 46 Kent South East England, London 
Subject No. 47 Leicester Leicester 
Subject No. 48 Enfield London 
Subject No. 49 London North East England 


